IN THE PAST, clinical assessment of left ventricular function has been largely limited to the measurement of pressure and flow. Recently methods have been developed for the in vivo measurement of left ventricular volumes in man.1-3 Rackley and associates4 have described a method for determining left ventricular mass.
The determination of left ventricular volume and mass are of definite help in evaluating the functional status of the left ventricular myocardium in patients with heart disease. In order to understand changes in disease, however, normal values for left ventricular volume and mass must be established. Currently, little data are available on the volume of the left ventricle in the normal adult, and no measurements of the normal left ventricular mass during life by this angiographic method are available. This paper reports the volume and mass of the left ventricle in a group of normal adults. Normal values for left ventricular volume reported in the literature measured by angiographic and indicatordilution techniques are presented and discussed.
Methods
Cardiac catheterization records and biplane angiocardiograms at the University of Washington Hospital and the Seattle Veterans Administration Hospital were reviewed. Patients without heart disease were selected. From this group, only patients in whom there was good visualization of These studies have been supported by Postgraduate Cardiovascular Training Grant HE-5281 from the National Heart Institute, U. S. Public Health Service, to tricular wall in millimeters uncorrected for x-ray distortion is listed. The left ventricular mass in women showed a narrow range in this small group, averaging 76 g/m2 ± 2.8 and 2.18 g/kg ± 0.29. The men averaged 99 g/m2 + 13 g and 2.64 g/kg + 0.37. The mean left ventricular mass for all subjects was 92 g/m2 ± 16 g and 2.50 g/kg ± 0.40 g. The mean left ventricular wall thickness was 8.9 mm for women and 11.9 mm for men, averaging 10.9 mm ± 2.0 mm for the total group. Student's t-test of significance was applied to the two subgroups. There was no significant difference between either the end-diastolic volumes or end-systolic volumes in men and women when corrected for body size. The left ventricular mass/iM2 was significantly smaller in women (P <0.01), but when the left ventricular mass was expressed in grams per kilogram of body weight, the difference was 92 ±+16 less significant (P <0.05). Correlation coefficients were calculated for the various parameters measured and some of the data are presented in figures 1 through 6. End-diastolic and end-systolic volumes did not correlate significantly with age or body surface area. Figure 1 presents the end-diastolic volume plotted against body surface area. The enddiastolic volume did correlate with the heart rate, as seen in figure 2 , but stroke volume and end-systolic volume correlated less well as shown in figures 3 Left ventricular mass Figure 6 Relationship between left ventricular mass and body weight in kilograms. Smith'4 in 1928 reported the weight of the heart in a large series of normal individuals but did not relate the heart weight to body size. Rosahn'5 has presented data on the relationship of heart weight and body weight in 187 adult male cadavers without heart disease. A significant correlation between heart weight and body weight was found. Heart and body weight were related by the following regression equation-Heart weight in grams = 140 + 3.2 (body weight in kg) with a standard error of estimate of 49.5 g.
There is a paucity of autopsy data to define the normal left ventricular weight. Reiner and co-workers16 studied normal adult male cadavers and described the weight of different portions of the heart, including the free left ventricular wall and the interventricular septum. These portions of the heart correspond most closely to the left ventricular mass as determined from angiocardiograms by the method used in this study. In 26 adult male cadavers without heart disease, the average weight of this portion of the heart was 155 g with an average total heart weight of 328 g. This gives a ratio of 0.47 for the relationship between left ventricular mass and total heart weight. The body weights were not given in this report.
Rosahn's regression equation, which related heart weight and body weight, was used to predict the total heart weights of the 15 males in the present study. The ratio of 0.47 was used to obtain predicted values for the left ventricular mass. With this method, the predicted mean value for the left ventricular mass was 2.43 g/kg of body weight. This value differs less than 10% from the mean left ventricular mass of 2.65 g/kg as determined angiocardiographically in the 15 normal males. Thus agreement is relatively good between the value for normal left ventricular mass per kilogram of body weight as determined in previous autopsy studies and the value for normal mass in this angiocardiographic study. Summary Quantitative angiocardiography has been utilized to study the left ventricle of seven women and 15 men who had no evidence of heart disease. The left ventricular enddiastolic volume, end-systolic volume, and stroke volume were calculated in 15 individuals and left ventricular mass was determined in all 22 subjects. The mean end-diastolic volume was 70 cc/M.2 The left ventricular wall thickness during diastole averaged 8.9 mm for women and 11.9 mm for men and the mean left ventricular mass was 76 g/m2 for women and 99 g/m2 for men. The ventricular volumes did not correlate well with age, sex, body surface area, or weight, but correlated in a negative manner with heart rate. There was a significant difference between left ventricular wall thickness and mass in normal men and women. Values for normal left ventricular volumes obtained by other investigators using angiocardiographic and indicator-dilution methods are compared with the results of this study. The values obtained for left ventricular mass by the angiocardiographic method used in this study are similar to those obtained by other investigators in postmortem hearts.
